Sommerfeld's theory of diffraction, which has been discussed in detail in the preceding papers, is here applied to the elucidation of a certain paradox-the doubling of pressure at an infinite reflecting plane parallel to which a pulse is travelling, which is obtained if this is considered as a limiting case of reflexion. It is suggested that this paradox is an indication that the simple theory of the reflexion of plane pulses by an infinite plane, which is in any case only an approximation applying to parts of a reflector far removed from the edges, breaks down when the angle between the direction of propagation* of the incident pulse and the reflector becomes small. A detailed examination of the reflexion of plane pulses by a semiinfinite screen shows that when this angle becomes small, the diffracted pulse which emanates from the edge of the screen must be taken into account, so that the region in which the simple theory holds as an approximation moves away from the edge. In the limit, when the incident pulse travels parallel to the screen, the simple theory must be rejected at all points at a finite distance from the edge. Further examples of this mechanism are given by the reflexion of pulses by infinite wedges, some cases of which are also considered.
The simple theory of the reflexion of plane sound waves by an infinite plane reflector leads to a paradoxical conclusion when the angle of in cidence, i.e. the angle between the wave front of the incident wave and the reflecting plane, tends to 90°.
The reflected wave is another plane wave of the same form as the incident one, the two wave fronts being equally inclined to the plane of the reflector; the pressure a t any point is the sum of the pressures in the two waves, so th a t at the reflector it is double the pressure in the incident wave, irrespec tive of the angle of incidence. As this tends to 90°, the direction of pro pagation of the incident wave tends to become parallel to the reflector, but reflexion and doubling persist, and in the limit it follows from this analysis th a t the pressure a t the reflector is doubled even when the incident wave travels along it-but then there should be no reflexion, and hence no doubling of the pressure.
As an infinite plane mirror is a mathematical conception which cannot be realized experimentally, the simple theory of reflexion, from the point of view of physics, should merely be an approximation to the rigorous theory of a plane reflector which holds a t points far from its edges. Th*e paradox which has been set out above makes it seem likely th a t even this interpretation is incorrect when the angle of incidence is nearly a right [ 356 ] angle; th a t then the fact th a t a real reflector is of finite extent cannot be ignored any longer and th a t the diffraction of the incident wave by the edges of the reflector must be taken into account. This will in general be a difficult mathematical problem and not even approximate methods will be available, as I propose to deal with pulses rather than with infinite trains of harmonic waves. But a certain amount of information can be extracted from the rigorous solutions of the problems of the diffraction of plane waves by a semi-infinite screen, and by wedges of any angle, which have been obtained by Sommerfeld. Only two-dimen sional wave motions are considered, but the presence of one edge introduces diffracted waves which can be calculated, and the results will serve to give a more detailed picture of the type of mechanism which ensures th at in the case of reflectors of finite extent the paradoxical conclusion drawn from the 'simple theory' is invalidated. R e f l e x io n b y a s e m i-in f i n i t e s c r e e n 1.
I begin by considering the reflexion and diffraction of a plane wave or pulse whose wave front is parallel to the straight edge of a reflecting semi-infinite plane screen.
Let r, 0 be polar co-ordinates in one of the plane sections at right angles to the plane containing the screen, the origin being taken at the point where the edge of the screen meets this section, and the angle being counted from th at side of the screen which is struck by the incident pulse. The screen is then given by 0 = 0 (and, in the 'shadow', 6 = 2tt); the angle of incidenc will be denoted by 6" , and the angle between the direction of propag of the incident wave and the screen by so th at = + \ tt, and we assume th at \ n^ O '^ 7r. If the incident wave is a pulse with a sharp wave front which reaches the edge of the screen at time i = 0, it follows from Sommerfeld's solution th at the resulting state at time t can be considered as made up of three p arts:
(i) the incident or 'transm itted' wave, whose wave front is given, in figure 1, by the two straight-line segments P P ' and each extending to infinity;
(ii) the reflected wave, determined in accordance with the 'simple theory', whose wave front is the (finite) straight-line segment PR, and which must be added to (i) in the triangle PRO;
(iii) the diffracted wave, with a cylindrical wave front appearing in figure 1 as the circle RQ SR with centre 0, and of radius = (where c is the velocity of sound), touching P R and
The boundary of the region in which there is disturbance is thus the broken line P 'P Q SS'; the 'simple theory' holds in the region bounded PQ, P R and the circular arc QR.
Hence at the point P situated on th a t side of the screen which is struck by the incident wave, pressures in accordance with the ' simple theory ' are experienced during a certain time interval after the arrival of the incident wave. Then the diffracted wave interferes with the 'simple th eo ry ' wave, and it will appear that, if the incident wave or pulse consists of excess pressure, the diffracted one will introduce suction, or rather tend to reduce the doubled pressure predicted by the simple theory.
direction of incident pulse.
F ig ure 1. The w ave fronts in th e case of th e diffraction of a plane pulse b y a sem i-infinite screen.
2.
To make this point clearer, an incident wave consisting of a 'squaretopped' or 'rectangular' pressure pulse will be considered; i.e. the pressure in excess of atmospheric pressure in the incident wave rises discontinuously, remains constant for a certain time interval and then falls, again discon tinuously, to zero.
In order to simplify the notation, non-dimensional units will be employed from now on. The length of the rectangular pulse will be taken as the unit of length; the time will be replaced by the variable
which is of the dimension of a length; the excess pressure in the rectangular pulse will be adopted as the unit of pressure. At the point P, which is at distance r from the edge of the screen, the incident (and reflected) wave arrives when r =f -rcos 6' (cos O' ^ 0), and the diffracted wave arrives when t = r; thus the 'time lag ' between these waves, expressed as a corresponding distance, is L = 2 r c o s 2|0 .
The pressure a t P is found with the aid of Sommerfeld's many-valued solution of the equation of wave motion.* I t is given by
*> = [2 ]+
where pi s the pressure, and u2 Sommerfeld's function for this particular case, and where the term enclosed in square brackets must be omitted unless
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Further, r . J6i
hence it is found th a t the formula for p can be written
with the convention th a t if a term becomes imaginary, it is to be omitted. In detail, (3) splits up into the following set of formulae:
(1 -r cos 6 '< r^r )
( r^r + 1 ) * Sommerfeld, Z . M ath. Phys. 4 6 , 11. See also p. 344 of this volume, where explicit formulae for th e pressure are given.
These expressions show th a t the pressure at any point on the screen depends only on the time counted from the onset of the incident wave, and on L. I shall therefore consider in the first place only the changes in the shape of the pressure-time curve when L is varied, and afterwards discuss the bearing of these results on the changes due to a variation of O'.
3.
The doubled rectangular pulse predicted by the simple theory can always be considered to be present, but when 1 it interferes with the diffracted wave.
The effect of this interference is to eliminate 'doubling' almost com pletely when L is small; in fact when L (as well as r) is zero, only the pressure due to the incident wave is experienced.
As L increases, the reduction of pressure due to this interference decreases, and when L is equal to unity the diffracted wave separates as a ' tail ' from the 'simple-theory' rectangular pulse. When L is increased further, the maximum suction 0 P m = ã n -1-^
in the 'ta il' decreases; some numerical values are given in the following table:
L Pm Hence it seems reasonable to say th a t when L is sufficiently large, the 'ta il' may be neglected and the simple theory assumed to hold; but it is im portant to note th a t although the value reached by the (negative) excess pressure in the tail become negligible, the area between it and the axis, i.e. the 'total impulse' of the tail, remains finite and constant (and equal to the total impulse of the incident pulse).
In figure 2 three pressure-time curves are shown to illustrate these considerations.
When 6' is varied, the value of r for which L assumes some specific value also varies. If L is fixed, r will become large when O' approaches 180°; e.g. for r0, the value of r for which L = 1, so th a t the 'ta il' just separates from the rectangular pulse, some numerical values are shown in the following The region in which the simple theory holds as an approximation extends from some value of r, which certainly exceeds r0, to infinity. As O' approaches 180°, i.e. as the direction of propagation of the incident wave tends to become parallel to the screen, this region moves away from the origin, and in the limit the ' simple theory ' must be rejected a t all points on the screen a t a finite distance from the edge.
Thus the paradox has disappeared, or rather it has been moved to infinity; but this agrees with its original derivation for an infinite plane reflector, where it was assumed th a t there was an infinite length of reflector in front of the point considered.
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4.
Consider now an incident pulse of arbitrary shape, whose pressure is given by p 0(r + r cos 6'),
where p 0(r + r cos O') = 0 if t + r cos O' < 0. Using the general for u2 (see p. 346), it is found, after some transformation, th a t
The second term on the right-hand side of this equation has an interesting physical meaning: it can be written In the limit, when n-+co and the intervals of the subdivision become in finitely small, it tends, by the definition of an integral, to the integral (6a); but each term of this sum is the diffracted wave due to an ' elementary ' rectangular pulse, of 'height' Po(uk) an(* of length uk+1 -the integral on the right-hand side of (6) can be considered as a representa tion of the diffracted pulse as the sum of superposed diffracted elementary rectangular pulses.
The equation (6) includes, as a special case, th a t of O' = 90° which has been discussed in detail in another paper; the integral which appears in it, except for notation and a change of the variable of integration, is identical with the function P (X , T) which was then introduced.* I t follows from the approximate expressions derived for this function th a t it becomes very small when L is large. Taken together with the fact th a t there is here, as before, a 'time lag ' L between the direct and the diffracted pulses, it can again be said th a t the simple theory, which treats the reflector as of infinite extent, holds as an approximation a t points sufficiently far from the edge of the screen. I t must be noted, however, th a t it can again be proved th a t the total impulse of the diffracted wave is constant, and numerically equal to the total impulse of the incident wave.
When L is very small, ' doubling ' disappears almost entirely. A t the edge of the screen the pressure experienced is again equal to the pressure in the incident pulse; a t points near to the edge the doubling persists for a short time, and the diffracted wave then quickly builds up a negative pressure which reduces the doubled pressure of the incident wave by an amount approximately equal to -p 0(T + r cos 6') (neglecting terms in f L and of higher order). The extent of the region in which the 'simple th eo ry ' holds approxi mately depends on the shape of the incident pulse. There is no suitable general definition of the 'length' of a pulse, and in consequence a 'simple th eo ry' region ''•an only be defined with respect to a given incident pulse.
5.
I t is convenient to have a quantity whose magnitude is a measure of the extent of the interference between the doubled incident pulse and the diffracted pulse. The integral
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can be used for this purpose; it will be referred to as the 'positive impulse'. I t is the contribution of the excess pressure to the total impulse, which is defined as the integral An important property of the positive impulse is th at when the point considered on the screen is moved to infinity, its value tends to twice the total impulse of an incident pulse involving (positive) excess pressure only.
In fact, the integral J is made up of two parts. The first, fL-r cos#' TL Jx = 2 p 0(r + rc os J -rcostf' J o tends to 270, where I0 is the total impulse of the incident pulse, as the upper limit tends to infinity (the convergence of the integral has, of course, already been tacitly assumed). Hence, if L is made large enough, 12/0 J| = where e is some arbitrary small quantity.
F. G. Friedlander
The second part, J 2, is the integral over those values of which are positive in the interval in which the diffracted pulse is present. This is certainly less than 
L -oo
When the incident pulse is rectangular and of unit length, assuming its total impulse to be unity, the positive impulse will be equal to 2 when L exceed unity; for smaller values of J L ,it is given by
or, after a simple integration, R e f l e x io n b y w e d g e s 6. I have discussed some of the features which distinguish a real plane reflector from an infinite reflecting plane by considering the reflexion properties of a semi-infinite screen. Many other 'models' of plane reflectors can be constructed by utilizing Sommerfeld's solution of the problem of the diffraction of plane waves by an infinite wedge, and I propose to give a summary of the results obtained from the consideration of one particular arrangement.
Suppose th a t the direction of propagation of the incident pulse is fixed, and .makes equal angles with the faces of the infinite reflecting wedge. The pattern formed by the wave fronts of the direct, reflected and diffracted pulses is in many respects similar to th at of the semi-infinite screen, and is shown in figure 3 . There is again, at any moment, a region in which the 'simple theory' holds, and a t any point on one of the faces of the wedge there is a 'time lag' between the direct and the diffracted pulse which is equal to the time lag on a semi-infinite screen coinciding with the face of the wedge considered. The diffracted wave will have the same kind of effect as before, it will tend to reduce the 'doubling' of the pressure; and if the point considered is far enough from the edge, the ' simple^theory ' will hold approximately.
Variations of the angle of the wedge can be taken to represent variations of the angle of incidence. B ut they change the shape of the reflector at the same time, so th a t the diffracted wave is modified. A '180° wedge' is an infinite plane (at right angles to the direction of propagation of the incident pulse), there is no diffracted wave and the 'simple theory' holds. As the angle of the wedge is decreased, the diffraction effept-the reduction of the pressure increase due to 'simple' reflexion-increases, and the diffracted wave tends to approximate to the form of the incident wave, but is of course negative; in the limit, when the angle of the wedge is zero, the diffracted pulse just cancels the reflected pulse, and the incident one is propagated undisturbed.
At the edge of the wedge, the total pressure equals the pressure of the incident pulse multiplied by a certain factor depending on the angle of the wedge, which is a (w here a is the external angle of the wedge).
I t can be proved th a t this is also the ratio of the total impulse, which is the same at all points, to the total jmpulse of the incident pulse.
In figure 3 pressure-time curves at points on a semi-infinite screen, a 30 and a 90° wedge, are compared for various values of L (the time lag), the incident pulse being rectangular. The areas enclosed between these curves and the time axis, in the same order, are 1-0, 1*091 and 1*333.
I t can be shown, by an argument similar to th at employed in the case of the semi-infinite screen, th at the positive impulse tends to double the total impulse of an incident pulse involving positive excess pressure only, as the distance of the point considered from the edge tends to infinity. At the edge, the positive impulse is in th at case equal to the total impulse. For the particular case in which the incident pulse is one in which the pressure first rises discontinuously and then decreases exponentially, the positive impulse has been plotted against distance from the edge in figure 4 . The unit of length is here a ' pulse length ' defined as the r interval in which the pressure (of the incident pulse) falls to 1/e of its initial value. 
